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UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon has held
the al-Qaeda terrorist group responsible for the last
week’s deadly twin bombings in Syria.

"A few days ago there was a huge, serious, massive terrorist
attack. I believe that there must be al-Qaeda behind it. This has
created again very serious problems," Ban said during a UN
youth event on Thursday. 

Last Thursday, at least 55 people were killed in the attacks in
the al-Qazzaz district in Damascus, while another 400 were
wounded. 

Meanwhile, US and Russian officials have also said they
believe the terrorist group is behind the attacks and other violent
militants are operating in the country. 

Syria will reportedly be on the agenda at this week’s NATO
summit, due to be held in the US city of Chicago. 

Damascus has already submitted the names of 26 foreign
terrorists involved in the recent violence in the country to the UN
Security Council. 

Most of the terrorists, mainly Tunisian and Libyan nationals,
have reportedly confessed that they are al-Qaeda members. 

Syria has been experiencing unrest since mid-March 2011.
While the West and the Syrian opposition say the government is
responsible for the killings, Damascus has been blaming
“outlaws, saboteurs and armed terrorist groups” for the unrest,
insisting that it is being orchestrated from abroad. 

1) Severing ties with Israel and ending
the gas deal with Tel Aviv.
2) Creating jobs and developing the
country's economy.
3) Boosting Egypt's relations with
Muslim countries.
4) All of the above.
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Wake Up
May 18, 2012 4:36 PM

About Time he came to his senses and said something Positive and Truthful.

Like 0 | Dislike 0 | Reply

Seyyed Mohammad
May 18, 2012 4:25 PM

Well about time sunshine, but what are you going to do about it? You should condemn US/Israel and their puppets
(Qatar, Saudi and Turkey) for hiring mercenaries and financing foreign-backed armed rebels when they officially
announced it in their Istanbul-meting. The UN is turned to a circus under your leadership. But you better wake up,
because you inactions has taken this far beyond terrorists now. US/Israel are about to start a all-out war in Syria, but
such a war will turn to a global disaster while you are still running this circus with no useful actions to prevent a global
disaster.
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Ashraf
May 18, 2012 11:57 AM

Yes!!! Finally......... The same Al-Qaeda that orchestrated the Coups inside Libya......Same Al-Queda behind Iraq
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sectarian wars........Same that are trained by Israelis and founded by Saudis and supported by the Zionists politicians
of the United States like Clintons and McCains..... Now what is the plan, Mr.Secretary Ban Ki-moon.......Maybe it is
time to held Israelis and Saudis responsible and accountable for their actions and CRIMES AGINST HUMANITY????
How about that, Mr. Secretary General .......

Like 13 | Dislike 0 | Reply

zombie
May 18, 2012 11:55 AM

Ban i know you will regret all ur anti syria statements when ur retired , why dont you do good things and ask saudi
arabia and qatar and turkey to stop funding n sending terrorists bombs and weapons to syria. you will be very proud
when u retire
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Deception
May 18, 2012 11:11 AM

Yes its more like the Al-CIAda, the selection of the state targets and the placement of the bombing would lead one to
believe that some high level masterminds are involved and NOT some date eating dunces !

Like 10 | Dislike 0 | Reply

Anonymous in reply to Deception
5/18/2012 2:39:27 PM

Because it's against Ban's (UN) intrests!

Like 2 | Dislike 0

Just World!
May 18, 2012 10:52 AM

Did somebody wake him up again? Talk to Clinton...Ban!
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